Effects of recombinant alpha-interferon-gelatin conjugate on in vivo murine tumor cell growth.
A recombinant human alpha-interferon A/D (IFN), also known to be effective in mice, was conjugated to gelatin with a water-soluble carbodiimide. The IFN-gelatin conjugate was much more efficient than free IFN in activating mouse peritoneal macrophages (Mø) in an in vitro experiment to inhibit the growth of IFN-resistant subline cells (RR1) of murine fibrosarcoma. A single i.p. injection of the conjugate administered to normal mice was also more effective than one of free IFN in activating peritoneal Mø and natural killer cells in peritoneal exudate cell and spleen cell populations. In the investigation on body distribution of the IFN-gelatin conjugate, an enhanced affinity to Mø as well as a prolonged retention were observed in comparison with free IFN. An injection of the IFN-gelatin conjugate i.p. was more effective than one of free IFN in suppressing the in vivo growth of not only IFN-sensitive SS2 cells but also RR1 cells in the peritoneal cavity of mice, although RR1 cells were only susceptible to the indirect effect of IFN via host cells, in contrast to SS2 cells. In addition to an increased recruitment of Mø to the peritoneal cavity in RR1-bearing mice receiving i.p. injection of the IFN-gelatin conjugate, these Mø were activated to inhibit the in vitro growth of RR1 cells. These results indicate that the IFN-gelatin conjugate is a promising antitumor agent that is much more effective than free IFN. The dose of IFN in the conjugate required for exerting the antitumor effects is much lower than that of free IFN, which leads to a reduction of adverse effects of IFN.